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Abstract

Taking two conceptualizations of risk, Dickson and Giglierano’s [J. Mark. 50 (1986) 58]

nautical analogy of entrepreneurial risk (sinking vs. missing the boat) to represent the likelihood

of loss element of new venture risk, and March and Shapira’s [Manage. Sci. 33 (1987) 1404] risk

as hazard (boat size) to represent the magnitude of loss element of new venture risk, we

investigated how two contextual factors, the suitability of entrepreneurs’ skills and their sources of

funds, and two individual differences factors, the entrepreneurs’ risk propensities and their

perceptions of risk, influence their new venture decision making. Metaphorically speaking, we

found that most entrepreneurs would rather risk missing than sinking the boat, and that they

preferred to pilot bigger craft than smaller ones. Perhaps surprisingly, our sample of highly

successful entrepreneurs made relatively risk-averse choices, with 83% choosing either of the two

ventures for which the chances for loss were lowest. We also found that the source of new

venture funding—the entrepreneur’s own money versus that of investors—influenced our subjects’

choices between ventures whose chances for loss or gain differed. A similar effect was found for

the entrepreneur’s risk propensity. On the other hand, we found that the risk the entrepreneurs

perceived in the choice set also influenced choices, but only where the magnitude of the new

venture’s potential gain or loss varied. When viewed in total, our study and results suggest a risk-

and reward-based typology of new venture opportunities, one that may provide a conceptual
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foundation for future explorations of a variety of questions relevant for entrepreneurs and theorists

alike.
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1. Executive summary

Despite the central role of risk in entrepreneurial decision making, there has been little

empirical study of the various contextual factors that may influence risky new venture

decisions. Our experimental study, conducted in a sample of entrepreneurs who lead some of

America’s fastest growing firms, examined the effects on new venture choices of two such

factors, the source of funding for a proposed venture and the suitability of the entrepreneur’s

skills to the venture, as well as two additional factors, the entrepreneurs’ own risk

propensities and risk perceptions.

For the contextual factors, the results of our study indicate that the source of the new

venture’s funding (yours or others’) influenced our subjects’ choices among ventures that

differed in their likelihood (or chance) of producing a loss or gain, but had no influence on

choices among ventures differing in the magnitude of their potential loss or gain. Surpris-

ingly, for the other manipulated factor, the suitability of the entrepreneurs’ skills to the

proposed venture, there were no significant effects.

We also found significant effects for the individual differences factors studied, the subjects’

perceptions of risk and their risk propensities. Both of these factors influenced risky choices,

though the nature of these effects differed: risk perceptions influenced choices among

ventures differing in magnitude of loss or gain, while risk propensity influenced choices

among ventures differing in likelihood of loss or gain.

Thus, by uncoupling the likelihood and magnitude elements of risk, our study yields new

insights into entrepreneurs’ new venture decision making. The degree to which investors ask

entrepreneurs to invest their own money in a new venture versus having them take stock

options, for example, may influence the degree to which such entrepreneurs are willing to

take the risks necessary to exploit an opportunity’s full potential.

Overall, our subjects showed themselves to be a surprisingly risk-averse lot, especially

given their demonstrable success leading high-growth real-world companies, as one third of

them chose to fund the least risky venture (out of four) in our study. The venture chosen most

often was that with the second lowest level of risk, picked by 49% of our subjects. Thus, less

than a fifth of our sample (17%) selected one of the two riskiest ventures.

The results of our study suggest that entrepreneurs may have innate preferences,

preferences that transcend simple risk propensity, for the kinds of risk they are willing to

accept. On one hand, this is not surprising, as an abundance of prior research has shown that

propensity to take risk is situation specific. Day traders may not like skydiving, and skydivers

may not wish to become entrepreneurs.
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On the other hand, our results suggest that a deeper understanding of risk and its likelihood

and magnitude elements may shed new light on how entrepreneurial teams might best be

formed to lead a particular venture, given the relative size of its potential gains or losses and

the degree of uncertainty entailed in the venture’s outcomes. Entrepreneurs may also find this

research useful in determining at least some characteristics of ventures for which they are best

suited. Similarly, such an understanding may aid investors in deciding which entrepreneurial

teams or which ventures they should back.

Our results also suggest that a more detailed, dimension-specific understanding of risk and

its elements is required for entrepreneurs themselves and those who invest in them to more

fully understand their risk-taking behavior. To this end, we offer a preliminary typology,

based on risk and reward, of four types of new venture opportunities that arise from our

research and its results. The four types are represented by the four high/low combinations of

the two key elements of entrepreneurial risk: the relative likelihood (high or low) that gains or

losses will ensue from the venture and the anticipated magnitude (high or low) of those gains

and losses. Future research on these types may provide insights into how new ventures

evolve, from an entrepreneurial risk perspective, over their life cycles, especially as technical

and market milestones are reached. Since likelihood and magnitude of loss appear to

influence risky decisions differently, entrepreneurs and investors should consider aligning

the risk profiles of individuals with the nature of the risks attendant in a particular new

venture opportunity.
2. Introduction

The rapidly changing competitive landscape in today’s markets is forcing both entrepre-

neurs and established companies to quicken their pace, seeking first-mover advantage with

new products or in new markets (Dickson, 1992; Carpenter and Nakamoto, 1989). As the

thinking goes, speed is good. Simultaneously, many firms have been restructuring and

reengineering in an effort to maintain profit levels (Hammer and Champy, 1993). The

interaction of these market and fiscal realities has led both to the creation of new firms and

new ventures within existing firms, as well as to a hue and cry for existing businesses to

become more ‘‘entrepreneurial’’ (Dess et al., 1997).

However, the road to success for new ventures either inside or outside established firms is

a rocky one, as the benefits of first-mover advantage have been called into question

(Robinson et al., 1992; Boulding and Christen, 2001) and the odds of failure exceed those

for success (U.S. Small Business Association, 2001). Nearly 1 in 10 companies in the United

States went out of business in 2000. In a half dozen states, the figure was 60% higher, with

one in six going concerns closing their doors. To raise the potential for long-term success, it

may be useful to identify the dangers, or risks, entailed in new venture decisions and to

develop a deeper understanding of how the nature of such risks, as well as various situational

and individual differences factors, influence entrepreneurs’ new venture decision making.

In recent years, a growing body of research into how and why entrepreneurs’ decisions are

made has begun to emerge. Forlani and Mullins (2000) found that risk propensity and risk
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perceptions influenced entrepreneurs’ choices among a set of hypothetical new ventures, and

that a combination of the variability in anticipated outcomes and the magnitude of potential

losses, in turn, influenced these perceptions. Two other recent studies also attest to the

importance of risk perceptions in new venture decision making. First, a study by Palich and

Bagby (1995), examining differences between managers and entrepreneurs, suggests that

differences in the risk taking between the two groups are in part a result of differences in how

they perceive the world. Second, a study by Simon et al. (2000) provides additional insights

into how perceptions of risky decision situations are formed. Simon et al. found that the

illusion of control and small numbers biases reduced perceptions of risk, which in turn

increased the likelihood of starting a venture.

Collectively, these studies demonstrate the importance of risk and risk perceptions on new

venture decision making, but they leave unanswered questions about the effects of other

contextual variables (Baird and Thomas, 1985) that may influence risky decisions in other

ways. The Forlani and Mullins (2000) study also questions whether the two elements of

risk—its variability in outcomes (what we refer to as its likelihood of loss) and the size of a

possible loss (what we refer to as its magnitude of loss)—influence risky decisions similarly,

or in different ways.

Thus, in this paper, we report the results of two experimental studies that address the

following research questions: (a) Why are risky ventures pursued by some entrepreneurs, in

some situations, and not by others? (b) What roles, if any, do contextual factors play in

entrepreneurs’ new venture decisions? and (c) What other factors distinguish among

entrepreneurs’ willingness to take more or less risk when deciding to enter a new venture?

More specifically, our research examines the extent to which entrepreneurs’ new venture

decision making reflects (1) risk’s elements, the likelihood and magnitude of a potential loss,

(2) two contextual factors surrounding the market entry decision, the entrepreneur’s skill and

degree of personal financial exposure, and (3) the entrepreneur’s risk-based traits and

cognitions, risk propensity and risk perception.

We chose to study these particular contextual and individual differences factors for several

reasons. First, the theories that predict the effects of the entrepreneur’s skill and financial

exposure have not previously been examined in an entrepreneurship setting (Thaler and

Johnson, 1990; Heath and Tversky, 1991). Second, both these contextual and individual

differences factors are recognized as important to successful entrepreneurial practice (Forlani

and Mullins, 2000; Mullins, 2003; Palich and Bagby, 1995; Sahlman, 1997). Finally, none of

these factors have been investigated in an entrepreneurial setting that explicitly considers the

nature of the risk involved.

Our research questions are important to both entrepreneurship theory and practice. From a

theoretical perspective, by integrating perspectives from the market-entry and risk-taking

literatures, answering these questions not only offers new understanding of the effects of

contextual factors on risky decision making (Baird and Thomas, 1985), it also examines new

venture decision making in a unique and potentially revealing way. If new venture decisions

are motivated by gain and tempered by risk of loss, then investigating these decisions from an

integrative perspective should offer fresh empirical insights in an entrepreneurial setting into

the theories of risky choice behavior we examine [Thaler and Johnson’s (1990) work on
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‘‘house money’’ and Heath and Tversky’s (1991) work on decision maker competence].

Additionally, these insights should provide fertile ground for future research.

For practice, our study is important as it provides entrepreneurs and investors with a new

way to conceptualize what are arguably some of the riskiest decisions made in organizations.

It offers potential guidance for investors in assessing the appropriateness of entrepreneurs and

entrepreneurial teams to particular new venture opportunities. And it provides entrepreneurs a

framework for thinking about their own risk propensities and preferences and how these

preferences play out in choosing ventures for which they are well suited. Our research

addresses these issues by proposing a preliminary typology, based on risk and reward, for

classifying new venture opportunities.

To address our research questions, we first define entrepreneurial risk using two

conceptualizations of risk, Dickson and Giglierano’s (1986) risk as the likelihood of loss,

and March and Shapira’s (1987) risk as the size of loss a decision can entail, and demonstrate

how these conceptualizations parallel risk’s likelihood and magnitude of loss elements (Yates

and Stone, 1992; Forlani et al., 1995). Next, using a sample of America’s most successful

entrepreneurs, we experimentally examine whether different new venture decisions are

attributable to (a) the sources of funds financing the venture (Thaler and Johnson, 1990;

Mullins et al., 1999), (b) the suitability of the entrepreneur’s skills to the venture (Heath and

Tversky, 1991; Shapira, 1995), (c) the entrepreneur’s propensity to take risk (Lopes, 1987;

MacCrimmon and Wehrung, 1990), and (d) the entrepreneur’s perceptions of risk (Sitkin and

Pablo, 1992; Palich and Bagby, 1995). Finally, based on our theoretical formulation and our

findings, we set forth our risk- and reward-based typology of entrepreneurial opportunities,

one that might provide the basis for future research in this area.
3. Theoretical development

3.1. Defining risk

According to Yates and Stone (1992, p. 4), the risk construct reflects three underlying

facets: (a) potential losses, (b) the significance of those losses, and (c) the uncertainty of

those losses. In keeping with Yates and Stone’s definition of risk, we operationalize risk

as multidimensional, involving both the likelihood and magnitude of below target

outcomes which may follow from a given behavior or set of behaviors. What motivates

actors to engage in risk taking, of course, is the chance for gain. So, while risk taking

involves both the potential for loss and the potential for gain, risk itself, according to

Yates and Stone, involves the likelihood of realizing some magnitude of loss. Next, we

identify the risk in new venture funding decisions and define entrepreneurial risk in terms

of risk’s elements.

3.1.1. The likelihood element of risk

Dickson and Giglierano (1986) characterize entrepreneurial risk as either the potential to

act too quickly on an unsubstantiated opportunity, thus ‘‘sinking the boat,’’ or the potential to
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wait too long before acting, thus ‘‘missing the boat.’’ They define sinking the boat as the

likelihood that a new venture will fail to reach satisfactory sales (p. 61), and missing the boat

as the likelihood that a very attractive opportunity will be overlooked, dismissed, or lost

because of competitor preemption or changing markets (p. 62). Here, likelihood refers to the

chance or probability that a new venture will achieve certain outcomes, such as gains or

losses. To paraphrase the Dickson and Giglierano analogy, entrepreneurs often launch their

boats into the haze of an uncertain market, hoping to win pioneering advantage (Carpenter

and Nakamoto, 1989; Kerin et al., 1992). If the market either fails to congeal or develops

around a different solution, then the entrepreneur has sunk the boat. Conversely, another

entrepreneur may wait for the haze to lift, hoping for a clearer view of market needs, but in

doing so may miss the boat or wind up occupying a follower position after a more risk-

seeking competitor has made the first move. While risk, by definition, entails some possibility

of experiencing a loss of some magnitude (Yates and Stone, 1992), the Dickson and

Giglierano (1986) view of entrepreneurial risk emphasizes the likelihood of realizing an

undesirable outcome from a particular new venture decision, thereby reflecting the uncer-

tainty element of Yates and Stone’s definition.

3.1.2. The magnitude element of risk

A leading managerial perspective of risk-taking behavior (March and Shapira, 1987;

Shapira, 1995) contends that managers do not see risk as a probability distribution, but as

the size of loss that a decision entails; if things go wrong, how much can we lose? ‘‘A risky

choice is one that contains a threat of a very poor outcome’’ (March and Shapira, 1987, p.

1407). This perspective is quite different from that of Dickson and Giglierano (1986), as the

manager is not concerned with the likelihood of failure here, but with the magnitude of its

worst possible outcome, or in nautical terms, the size of the boat that could be sunk or missed.

To continue the nautical analogy, one entrepreneur may decide to launch a large boat, one with

a heavy commitment of capital assets (Carpenter, 1987) and/or market entry expenses (Green

et al., 1995), hoping to secure a share-leading position. Another entrepreneur may launch a

small boat with minimal resources, being happy at the outset with securing a toehold in the

market. These entrepreneurs face quite different risks in terms of how much they can lose,

regardless of timing considerations. Thus, the hazard perspective of risk (March and Shapira,

1987) reflects the magnitude, or significance, of losses that may result from a particular new

venture decision (Yates and Stone, 1992).

3.1.3. Entrepreneurial risk

Taken together, the likelihood and magnitude elements of risk comprise all three facets

of Yates and Stone’s (1992) definition of risk. Thus, for new venture decision making,

these two elements, the likelihood of loss (sinking or missing the boat) and the

magnitude of loss (the size of the boat sunk or missed) capture the essence of

entrepreneurial risk.

Next we consider the two contextual and two individual factors discussed earlier and we

develop predictions that specify under what conditions, and for what sorts of entrepreneurs,

riskier or less risky choices will be made.
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3.2. Contextual factors and risky choices

3.2.1. The influence of sources of funds on new venture choices

Research in behavioral decision theory suggests that when gambling, individuals who win

early tend to become more risk seeking with later bets (Thaler and Johnson, 1990). Thaler and

Johnson (1990) label this finding the ‘‘house money effect,’’ which simply suggests that

individuals are more willing to take risk when the funds they expose to loss are perceived as

belonging to someone else. Unfortunately, no research has shown whether this effect applies

to the likelihood element of risk (placing bets in riskier games, i.e., those with less certain

outcomes), or to its magnitude element (placing larger bets).

Considered from an entrepreneurial perspective, the most sought after prize, pioneering

advantage, is typically realized only by the first firm to market (Golder and Tellis, 1993).

The pioneer’s advantage may include setting the standards that consumers will demand

and that future entrants must exceed, but it also entails significant risk. For instance, the

market may not respond to the innovation as expected (Dickson and Giglierano, 1986),

as reflected in the chances for an unacceptable outcome, or costs may exceed revenues

(Boulding and Christen, 2001). These uncertainties clearly reflect the likelihood of loss

element of risk.

Since pioneering advantage is the coveted prize, it seems reasonable that given the

opportunity to pursue an opportunity with other people’s money (i.e., the house’s money) that

risk taking will increase along risk’s likelihood element. Therefore, we expect that entrepre-

neurs playing with other people’s money (vs. their own) will be more likely to choose

ventures having a higher (vs. lower) likelihood of loss and gain (holding magnitude of loss

constant). Thus:

H1: When making choices among new venture opportunities of equal expected value that

differ only as to their likelihood of not meeting a targeted level of return, entrepreneurs

risking outside investors’ money will select riskier ventures than those risking their own

money.

3.2.2. The influence of the suitability of the entrepreneur’s skills on new venture choices

The competency hypothesis advanced by Heath and Tversky (1991) suggests that those

who are more skilled at an activity are likely to take greater risks. This view is consistent

with attribution theory (Weiner, 1985), which suggests that challenging behaviors may be

repeated when prior outcomes are attributed to internal-controllable factors (such as skill)

versus external-uncontrollable factors (such as luck). Mullins et al. (1999) tested this

prediction in an organizational setting and found that subjects were willing to make riskier

choices when the outcomes from their prior choices were attributed to their own efforts and

skill versus competitive factors that were external and uncontrollable.

Entrepreneurs who launch bigger boats (i.e., ventures with greater magnitudes of

potential gain and loss) may be willing to do so because their skills and prior history give

them confidence that they can succeed (Krueger and Dickson, 1994). This conclusion is

supported by Shapira (1995), who suggests that good managers who possess the skills
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necessary to minimize the downside hazard associated with business decisions (i.e.,

magnitude of loss) see risk-taking as part of their jobs. The above theories and findings

on the relationship between skill and risky decision making suggest that the increased risk

taking that results from higher levels of skill will influence differences in the magnitude

element of the risks taken, wherein entrepreneurs place bigger bets on ventures that utilize

their skills. Thus, we hypothesize:

H2: When making a choice among new venture opportunities of equal expected value that

differ only as to the magnitude of their potential for above and below target returns,

entrepreneurs whose skills are well suited to the venture’s needs will be more likely to select

one with larger anticipated losses and gains than will entrepreneurs whose skills are not well

suited.

3.3. Risk perceptions, risk propensity, and risky choices

Given risk’s salience in entrepreneurial endeavors, one objective of our study is to gain a

deeper understanding of entrepreneurs who take significant risks, as well as of those who

avoid them. Within the theoretical framework shaping our study, significant risks (taken, of

course, in pursuit of hoped-for gains) include decisions to undertake new ventures having

high levels of either likelihood of loss or magnitude of loss, or both. Thus, to gain a better

understanding of who these people are, we now develop hypotheses using two factors shown

to influence risky choice decisions, the decisions maker’s risk propensities and risk

perceptions, to predict choices among risky new ventures.

3.3.1. The influence of risk propensity on new venture choices

Following Sitkin and Pablo (1992) and MacCrimmon and Wehrung (1990), we define

risk propensity as an individual’s general tendency toward either taking or avoiding risk

within a particular kind of decision context. This definition reflects the natural disposition

of decision makers for potential or security in their risk-taking behaviors and identifies a

decision-maker trait that is independent from any particular decision context. For

example, some decision makers enjoy taking financial risks, living in the hope of

realizing upside gains. Day traders are but one example. Others (who may keep their

money in government securities or under their mattresses) dread financial risk taking, as

they fear realizing downside losses (Lopes, 1987). The risk propensity construct captures

this innate disposition.

Viewed from Dickson and Giglierano’s (1986) nautical perspective, we argue that the

difference between launching a high likelihood of loss new venture versus a low

likelihood of loss venture reflects one’s need to not miss the boat versus one’s need

to not sink the boat. This distinction seems to reflect the goal the decision maker is

motivated to achieve. Krueger and Dickson (1994) provide support for this observation.

They suggest that risk-prone entrepreneurs subjectively value upside and downside

probabilities differently than do those entrepreneurs who are less risk prone. Entrepre-

neurs with high propensities for taking risk give relatively less weight to the chance of
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realizing a loss and relatively more weight to the possibility of gains. That is, an

overweighing of uncertain gains compared to uncertain losses motivates risk-prone

entrepreneurs to make riskier choices than their risk-averse counterparts. We limit this

prediction to choices among new ventures with high magnitudes of loss, following an

argument of Krueger and Dickson, as they suggest that larger potential losses leverage

the bias, making it easier to observe.

This line of reasoning suggests that what distinguishes entrepreneurs who take greater risk

from those who embrace opportunities with more certain outcomes is dispositional, being

more closely linked to risk propensity, which reflects who they are, than to a factor like risk

perception, which reflects what they see. Thus, we hypothesize:
H3: Entrepreneurs who select new ventures high in both the likelihood and magnitude

elements of risk will be characterized by higher levels of risk propensity, compared to

entrepreneurs who select new ventures that are high in the magnitude element of risk, but low

in the likelihood element of risk.
3.3.2. The influence of risk perceptions on new venture choices

Sitkin and Pablo (1992) define risk perception as a decision maker’s assessment of the

risk inherent in a particular situation. This suggests that individuals may vary concerning

the degree of risk they perceive in a set of decision alternatives and, based on such

perceptual differences, may differ in their decisions. Thus, to the extent that a set of

decision alternatives is viewed as less risky by one observer than by another, the observer

who views such a set as less risky may choose from the set a relatively riskier alternative.

This prediction follows from the work of Sitkin and Weingart (1995) who found a

significant, negative correlation between subjects’ risky choices and their perceptions of

risk.

In their study of executives’ views on risk taking, March and Shapira (1987) report that

executives see the need for, and claim to regularly engage in, risk taking, where risk is

characterized as magnitude of loss, or hazard. However, the managers they studied tended

to reject out of hand any decision alternatives they viewed as having high likelihood of

loss, because the managers felt they lacked adequate control over future outcomes. This

reasoning suggests that to examine the hazard perspective of risk, we study choices among

low likelihood of loss new ventures. It also raises the question of who is likely to see less

risk in a set of investment alternatives?

A possible answer is suggested by a study by Palich and Bagby (1995) reporting that

entrepreneurs, compared to managers, are predisposed to cognitively categorize business

situations more positively, tending, for example, to see opportunity where others see little

potential. Palich and Bagby’s findings suggest that some differences in risk-taking

behavior between two actors are likely the result of the two actors simply seeing the

world differently. Such perceptual differences may drive choices among ventures differing

in their magnitudes of loss. Given a decision to launch one’s boat later, thereby

mitigating likelihood of loss, entrepreneurs who choose to launch bigger, versus smaller,
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boats may do so because they perceive less of the hazard and more of the potential

inherent in their choices. Thus:

H4: Entrepreneurs who select new ventures low in both the likelihood and magnitude

elements of risk will be characterized by perceptions of more overall risk in the choice set,

compared to entrepreneurs who select low-likelihood, high-magnitude new ventures.
4. Method

To test our hypotheses we conducted two experimental studies. The measures of the

subjects’ new venture choices for both studies were the same, but unique to the first study

was a 2� 2 between-subjects experiment where sources of funds for the venture and

suitability of the entrepreneur’s skill were manipulated. These data were used to test the

first two hypotheses while the combined data set from both studies was used to examine the

last two hypotheses. We begin this section by describing the sample and the general

experimental procedure. Next, we describe the manipulated factors, the dependent measure,

and the other measured variables.

4.1. Sample

Given our study’s focus on the role of risk in new venture decision making, we sought a

sample of entrepreneurs with proven expertise (Sarasvathy, 2001), as opposed to nascent

entrepreneurs starting either their first, or perhaps very small, new ventures. Since such

entrepreneurs would have had direct experience in facing entrepreneurial risk and had dealt

with it successfully, our results might, within the limitations of the study, be viewed as

having some prescriptive merit. The sample we chose consists of 75 CEOs of firms listed

on tabulations of the fastest growing public companies in the United States, published by

INC, Fortune, and Business Week magazines (332 firms for the first study; 208 for the

second).2 These experienced entrepreneurs had founded from 1 to 15 firms (mean 3.4

firms) and ranged from 28 to 66 years of age (mean 47.2). Their current firms ranged in

size from 6 to 10,500 employees (mean 1172), and $0.4 million to $1.2 billion in sales

(mean $157.7 million); 41.8% are engaged in manufacturing and 58.2% are in service

industries.

We contacted the CEO’s of these firms by fax to request their participation in the research.

The 208 subjects who agreed to participate across the two studies (39% of those originally

contacted, after three faxed requests) were then mailed the study’s instrument, and asked to

return it via U.S. mail, to ensure confidentiality. Ninety-one (43%) of the instruments were

returned within 5 weeks after two faxed reminders; 16 instruments were discarded as
2 These lists are the INC 100 Fastest Growing Small Public Companies, Fortune’s Top 100 Fastest-Growing

American Companies, and Business Week’s 100 Hot Growth Companies published in 1994 and 1996. There was

considerable duplication across these lists.
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unusable, leaving a remaining pool of 75 subjects (38 for the first study and 37 for the

second).

4.2. Procedure and research design

As previously stated, our research design is a hybrid in which H1 and H2 are tested

with data from the first study, to examine the effects of our two (experimentally

manipulated) contextual factors, and H3 and H4 are tested with data combined from

both studies, to examine the effects of the two (measured) individual differences factors.

The general scenario used in both studies presented subjects with a situation in which

they were asked to imagine that they were about to undertake another new venture. They

were given the descriptions of four hypothetical new ventures and their anticipated

outcomes (Appendix A) and told that they would be asked to choose one of four

ventures, all of which were in the same industry, required similar and manageable levels

of start-up capital, and met the entrepreneur’s targets for return on investment (ROI). The

ventures were rotated to eliminate possible order effects.

The individual venture descriptions were repeated, one per page, on the next four pages,

along with instructions for responding to the perceived risk measure (see Appendix B) which

followed each project’s description. Next, subjects in the first study were asked to imagine

themselves in one of four situations. The situations contained the two manipulated factors, the

source of funds for the venture and the suitability of the entrepreneur’s skills to the venture,

each manipulated at two levels. Finally, subjects in both studies were asked to choose one of

the four new ventures.

In keeping with the theoretical perspective associated with the house money effect

(Thaler and Johnson, 1990), the source of funds manipulation was intended to have

subjects believe that the new venture they were about to choose would be funded either

with their own money or funds raised from outside investors.3 The actual manipulation

was:

Their money/(Others’ money): Since/(Even though) you have sufficient cash to fund

several such ventures, equity capital for the new venture you choose will come almost

entirely from your own personal funds/(other people’s money). Thus, the funds you risk in

pursuing one of these ventures are/(are not) your own.

Similarly, following the theoretical perspective suggested by the ‘‘competency hypoth-

esis’’ (Heath and Tversky, 1991), the skill manipulation was intended to have subjects

believe that their skills arising from their prior experience were either well suited or

poorly suited to the needs of the new venture. To make the operationalization believable,

we did not impute or detract from the subjects’ real skills; instead, we manipulated the
3 We thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing out that this manipulation does not distinguish between those

who must use or simply choose to use other people’s money. Future research is needed to shed further light on any

possible differences in effects under these different conditions.
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stated suitability of their skills to the proposed venture. We did this by making the

market in which the new venture would be launched familiar or unfamiliar to them. The

actual manipulation was:
Well-suited skills/(Poorly suited skills): The four ventures all serve the same/(a different)

target market as/(than) that in which you have experienced success before. Thus your

market skills and relationships are well/(poorly) suited to any of the four new ventures.

Because of your significant/(lack of) competence in the market to be served by any of the

new ventures, you will administer the sales function yourself/(need to outsource the

administration of the sales function).

Immediately following the manipulations, subjects were asked to choose one of the four

new ventures and to provide information on the manipulation’s effectiveness. The remaining

procedures were the same for both studies and included responding to the risk propensity

measure (see Appendix C) and providing demographic information about themselves and

their firms.

4.3. Measured variables

4.3.1. New venture choice:

The dependent measure of new venture choice is based on a 2� 2 within-subjects

experimental design where likelihood and magnitude of loss are each manipulated at two

levels to reflect the outcomes of the four prospective new ventures. All four ventures have

equal expected values, described as meeting the entrepreneur’s requirements for ROI for

new ventures. Two of the ventures have more variable outcomes (a 40% chance of meeting

target ROI with a 30% chance of being over target and a 30% chance of being under target

vs. an 80% chance of meeting target ROI with a 10% chance of being over target and a

10% chance of being under target). Two of the ventures have greater magnitudes of loss

and gain (possible outcomes $25 million over or under target vs. $5 million over or under

target). Thus, while the principal focus of our study is on the risk of loss in new venture

decisions, our research design asks subjects to weigh the potential for losses against the

possibility of gains, just as they would in their everyday decision making.

4.3.2. Perceived risk

The level of risk perceived in each of the four new ventures was captured with a three-item,

seven-level semantic differential scale (Appendix B). The reliability of this measure was

found acceptable, with a coefficient alpha of .96 (Nunnally, 1978). Additionally, examination

of the means and variances of the risk the subjects perceived in each new venture suggests that

the four ventures comprise an approximately interval-level measure of entrepreneurial risk.

This is important as it allows us to use this measure as the dependent variable in a regression

analysis when examining H3 and H4. As Table 1 shows, Venture White was perceived as the

least risky venture, followed by Venture Purple. Venture Yellow was the second most risky

venture and Venture Green was perceived as the riskiest new venture alternative.



Table 1

Scale of new venture risk

New ventures Perceived risk means Standard deviations

High likelihood, high magnitude (Green) 5.6 1.22

High likelihood, low magnitude (Yellow) 4.6 1.44

Low likelihood, high magnitude (Purple) 3.2 1.35

Low likelihood, low magnitude (White) 2.0 0.96

All pairs of means are significantly different (Tukey HSD test) at the .01 level.
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4.3.3. Risk propensity

Risk propensity was operationalized using an adaptation of the Risk Style Scale (Schneider

and Lopes, 1986), as shown in Appendix C. We chose this measure because it deals with

personal propensities toward financial risk taking (as opposed to other kinds of risk, such as

those entailed in sky diving) and because of its efficacy in assessing the construct of interest

(Schneider and Lopes, 1986).4

4.3.4. Prior year’s sales

Finally, we included one control variable, last year’s sales of the entrepreneur’s current

business, measured with a single open-ended item, in our tests of H3 and H4. Since our

subject entrepreneurs run businesses with significantly different sales volumes, ranging from

less than one-half million dollars to over a billion dollars, we reasoned that a $5 million dollar

loss to a small business could be more inhibitory to risk taking than a $25 million loss to a

very large business, and decided to apply this statistical control.
5. Results and discussion

5.1. Manipulation checks

The effectiveness of the source of funds and suitability of skill manipulations was assessed

by comparing the mean scores on the manipulation check items (each a 7-point scale) across

the two levels of each experimental condition. As shown in Table 2, both manipulations were

effective (i.e., the treatment means spanned the midpoints of the scales and were significantly

different).

5.2. Hypothesis tests

The first two hypotheses consider the effect of situational factors on entrepreneurs’ new

venture choices. Since their dependent measures are dichotomous and their independent
4 Each item in this five-item scale asks respondents to choose between two options, one a sure gain and the

other a probabilistic gain having the same expected value. The probabilistic items indicate a propensity toward risk

taking. These choices are summed over the five items to indicate each subject’s risk propensity.



Table 2

Manipulation check results

Independent variable Manipulation check meansa P value

Source of funds < .001

Yours 2.65

Others 5.35

Skills match < .001

Strong 1.60

Poor 5.09
a Mean values reflect a 7-point scale, with 4 as the midpoint.
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variables categorical, we examined H1 and H2 by observing choice patterns across levels of

the manipulated factors. H3 and H4 also specify a dichotomous dependent variable, but

include continuous independent variables, and are examined with logistic regressions.

5.3. Contextual influences on risky choices

H1 predicts that entrepreneurs will chose new ventures that have higher likelihood of loss

when the venture is funded with other people’s money, versus their own money. This

hypothesis was supported, as the pattern of responses was as predicted (see Table 3) and

significantly different than chance (v2(1) = 4.38, P < .05).5 The result for H1 indicates that the

use of ‘‘other people’s money’’ can make entrepreneurs more likely to choose ventures where

outcomes are uncertain. On one hand, investors should be wary and should—as some do—

require that entrepreneurs put their own funds at risk to ensure that the entrepreneur is not

simply gambling with someone else’s money. On the other hand, for truly innovative new

ventures such a requirement may inhibit the entrepreneur’s risk-taking behavior and may

thereby limit the ability of the venture to reach its full potential.

H2 predicts that, if an entrepreneur’s skills are well suited to the market’s needs, the

entrepreneur will select ventures having relatively greater magnitudes of gain and loss. H2

was not supported, as the pattern of responses (see Table 4) indicates that the results are not

significantly different than chance (v2(1) = 0.63, P=.43)
6. The result for H2 may reflect the fact

that most of the CEOs in our sample probably do not directly administer the sales function in

their firms and may have comfort in hiring others to perform such essential tasks, making the

suitability of their own skills unimportant. If this is why H2 was not supported, it suggests a

boundary condition for the competency hypothesis (Heath and Tversky, 1991), namely, that

the relationship between skill and risk taking operates at the individual level and may not
5 While theory predicted that the effect of the source of financing would be found for ventures differing in

likelihood of loss, we also tested to see if the effect was present for ventures differing in magnitude of loss. We

found that it was not (v2(1) = 1.05, P=.31). This result lends additional support to the element-specific view of risk

examined in this study.
6 While theory predicted that the effect of skills would be found for ventures differing in magnitude of loss, we

also tested to see if the effect was present for ventures differing in likelihood of loss. It was not (v2(1) = 0.70,
P=.79).



Table 3

New venture choice frequencies for source of funds manipulation

Likelihood of loss Source of funds

Others Yours

Low 13 18 31

High 6 1 7

19 19

The relationship between these factors is significant (v2(1) = 4.38, P=.036).
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transfer to the organizational level of analysis. Thus, for choices among new ventures that

differ in their potential for upside gain and downside loss, the skills of the entrepreneurs may

not influence their risk-taking behavior unless they expect to directly apply them.

5.3.1. Risk perceptions, risk propensity, and risky choices

H3 states that risk propensity will distinguish between the 10 entrepreneurs who chose the

most risky high-likelihood, high-magnitude venture (Venture Green) and the 37 who choose

the less (but still) risky low-likelihood, high-magnitude venture (Venture Purple). This

hypothesis was supported, as indicated by the results of the logistic regression. Those

entrepreneurs willing to tolerate a greater likelihood of loss, when magnitude of loss is also

high, are characterized by higher risk-taking propensities (beta=.62, standard error .29,

P< .05). The overall amount of risk the entrepreneurs perceived in the set of decision

alternatives was of no help in predicting which new venture they selected (beta=.42, standard

error .52, P=.41). The results for H3 and this post hoc test suggest that, as theorized, it is risk

propensity, but not risk perceptions, influencing these choices.

For H4, which states that risk perceptions will distinguish between the 25 entrepreneurs

who chose the somewhat risky low-likelihood, high-magnitude venture (Venture Purple) from

the 37 who chose the least risky low-likelihood, low-magnitude venture (Venture White), the

results were also as predicted, as indicated by the results of the logistic regression. Those

entrepreneurs able to tolerate larger magnitudes of potential loss, when likelihood of loss is

low, perceived less overall decision risk than did those selecting the least risky new venture

(beta =� .66, standard error .31, P < .05). Additionally, we found the decision-makers’

propensity to take risk of no help in predicting which new venture they selected (beta=.06,

standard error .20, P=.77). The results for H4 and this post hoc test suggest that, as theorized,

it is risk perceptions, not risk propensity, influencing these choices.
Table 4

New venture choice frequencies for suitability of skills manipulation

Magnitude of loss Suitability of skills

Poor Strong

Low 8 5 13

High 12 13 25

20 18

The relationship between these factors is not significant (v2(1) = 0.63, P=.428).



Table 5

Overall new venture choice frequencies

Magnitude of loss Likelihood of loss

High Low

High 10 37 47

Low 3 25 28

13 62
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Taken together,7 the results of H3 and H4 offer new insights into differences among

entrepreneurs and the new venture decisions they make, showing that the reasons why certain

entrepreneurs choose to pursue particular ventures are linked, in ways nor previously

understood, to their individual traits and cognitions. Those who are naturally more risk

averse will prefer to pursue new ventures having fairly certain outcomes, as measured by the

probability of achieving a gain or loss. Those who see less risk are more likely to pursue

higher stakes ventures with more to gain or lose. The reader should note, however, that the

findings for H3 and H4 should be generalized only to the kinds of contexts in which these

hypotheses were tested: contexts having high magnitude of potential gain or loss for H3 and

those having low likelihood of outcomes above or below target for H4.

5.4. Why do entrepreneurs choose the ventures they choose?

We began our investigation into the relationship between entrepreneurial risk and new

venture decision making by considering two theories of risk: one, not yet empirically tested,

which reflects the likelihood of loss element of new venture risk (Dickson and Giglierano,

1986); the other reflects the magnitude of loss element of new venture risk (March and

Shapira, 1987; Shapira, 1995). We drew the sample for our study from a population of

America’s most successful entrepreneurs. Each was CEO of one of the fastest growing

companies in the United States. In spite of the business success they enjoy in common, their

choices of which venture to pursue in our study differed.

Overall, our subjects were a, perhaps surprisingly, risk-averse lot, as 83% of them chose

one of the two ventures (White and Purple) judged as least risky (see Tables 1 and 5). On the

other hand, all but 25 subjects (33% of the sample) chose ventures other than the least risky

Venture White, indicating that taking moderate levels of risk was quite acceptable. At first

glance, one might find it surprising that a sample of America’s most successful entrepreneurs

would evidence such tolerance for forgoing uncertain but possibly significant gains, and that

a significant percentage of them recoil from even moderately risky opportunities. However,

when viewed in the light of either economic utility theory (Von Neumann and Morgenstern,

1944) or prospect theory (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979), both of which predict risk-averse

behavior among decision makers who have experienced gains (such as the successful
7 The control variable, prior year’s sales in the subjects’ real companies, had no significant effect in our tests of

H3 and H4, P=.14 and P=.75, respectively.
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entrepreneurs in our study), we see that these entrepreneurs are indeed a risk-seeking lot, as

two thirds of them chose ventures other than the least risky one.

Applied to our first research question, these findings indicate that the nature of the

risk inherent in a new venture opportunity, as much as its level, influences entrepreneurs’

choice behaviors. The element of risk with the most negative effect on risk taking was

likelihood of loss, as only 17% of our sample chose either of the ventures (Ventures

Green and Yellow) having the higher level of likelihood of loss (see Table 5). This

finding is consistent with the findings from the manager-dominated samples of Shapira

(1995). In explaining why most managers would avoid pioneering decisions, Shapira

suggests that the social or organizational penalties for being ‘‘myopic’’ are far less severe

than are those for being a ‘‘loose cannon.’’ This tendency may reflect the explicit loss

experienced when a boat is sunk compared to the less quantifiable opportunity cost

associated with one that is missed. Apparently, the adage that pioneers are the ones with

arrows in their backs is one that many successful entrepreneurs heed. Yet, when they

decide to launch, our subjects prefer to pilot bigger boats, at the risk of greater possible

losses, as 63% chose one of the two high magnitude of loss new ventures.

Our second research question asked how contextual factors might influence entrepre-

neurs’ new venture choices. Our results indicate that where the new venture funding

comes from—other people’s money or the entrepreneur’s money—is one factor that

drives the riskiness of such choices, but only along the likelihood of loss element of risk.

The other factor we examined, the suitability of the entrepreneur’s own skills to the

venture, had no influence on the riskiness of entrepreneurs new venture choices. This

finding of no effect is interesting as it suggests that successful entrepreneurs may be

comfortable delegating or outsourcing responsibility for marketing, a function that is

generally critical to a new venture’s success.

Finally, we asked what individual factors influence entrepreneurs’ new venture choices.

While previous research has demonstrated that the entrepreneur’s risk-based traits and

cognitions can influence such decisions (Forlani and Mullins, 2000; Simon et al., 2000),

this study shows that these relationships are peculiar to specific elements of risk.

Specifically, in high-risk decision contexts, risk propensity influences decisions along

risk’s likelihood of loss element, and in lower risk environments, perceptions of risk

influence decisions along risk’s magnitude of loss element. Such understanding may aid

investors in deciding which entrepreneurs or which ventures they will back. Relatively

simple tests could be devised to assess candidates’ risk propensities or the degree of risk

they perceive in the particular decision context at hand. Entrepreneurs, too, may find this

research useful in determining at least some characteristics of ventures for which they are

best suited.

Taken a step further, our results also suggest that entrepreneurs may have innate

preferences—preferences that transcend simple risk propensity—for the kinds of risk they

are willing to accept. On one hand, this is not surprising, as an abundance of prior research

has shown that propensity to take risk is situation specific (Bromiley and Curley, 1992). Day

traders may not like sky diving, and skydivers may not wish to become entrepreneurs. On the

other hand, our results indicate that a deeper understanding of risk and its likelihood and
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magnitude elements may shed new light on entrepreneurial behavior, perhaps including how

entrepreneurial teams might best be formed to lead a particular venture, given the relative size

of its potential gains or losses and the degree of uncertainty entailed in the venture’s

outcomes. For example, for early-stage high-technology opportunities where the magnitude

of the prospective gain or loss is high but outcomes are highly uncertain, entrepreneurial

teams should probably include some key members whose propensity for risk is relatively

high, or the opportunity may not be vigorously pursued.
6. Limitations

Our study, like most experimental studies in business settings, suffers from several

limitations. First, entrepreneurs in real situations may not behave as did our subjects in the

hypothetical situations in which they were placed in our study. For instance, we asked

subjects to choose among a set of four new venture alternatives whose investments and

expected values were all equal. Such precise equality of investments and expected values

across proposed ventures is unlikely in real situations. However, given both the early stage of

research in this arena and our interest in testing theories, some of which have undergone little

empirical scrutiny, we felt the sacrifice of some realism for increased control was an

acceptable tradeoff.

Second is the use of a measure of risk propensity borrowed from another literature, a

measure that may not adequately capture the propensity of entrepreneurs to take risks in new

venture situations. Bromiley and Curley (1992) argue that risk propensities are to some

degree situation specific, and that measures from one situation may not work well in other

situations.

Third, our operationalizing the suitability of skill construct at the organizational level may

account for the nonsignificant finding of H2. McNamara and Bromiley (1999) suggest that

while risk is borne by the organization, risks are taken by managers and that behavior should

be considered at the individual level. Nevertheless, the nonsignificant finding may prove

interesting because of its implications for skill’s locus in a variety of risk-charged decisions. If

skilled decision makers plan not to directly administer the function they are skilled in and will

hire or outsource to obtain the necessary talent, then possession or lack thereof of that skill

may not influence their risk taking.

Fourth, many of the entrepreneurs in our study are now likely much wealthier, with much

more to lose, than when they first started. These CEOs, having achieved some of their

economic and personal objectives, may now be less aggressive in their need or desire to

undertake riskier endeavors. Indeed, it may be that the subjects who chose the low-risk

Venture White were those who have mellowed in their risk-taking propensities, paralleling the

inverse relationship between job tenure and risk taking found by MacCrimmon and Wehrung

(1990). If our sample had been limited to CEOs just establishing an early-stage first venture,

we may have seen a pattern of riskier choices.

Finally, we restricted our examination to a limited set of factors. Other, potentially

important contextual factors—such as degree of equity ownership or operational control,
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other incentives, or other contextual factors proposed by Baird and Thomas (1985)—were not

examined in our study. Future research is needed to explore these and other likely influences

on new venture decision making.
7. Future research and conclusions

The results of this research suggest that entrepreneurs and investors might find it

worthwhile to examine four types of risk and reward profiles that characterize prospective

new venture opportunities. The four types are represented by the four high/low combina-

tions of the two key elements of entrepreneurial risk: the relative likelihood (high or low)

that gains or losses will ensue from the venture and the anticipated magnitude (high or low)

of those gains and losses. We organize the four types into a preliminary typology as shown

in Table 6.

The typology and the results of our study raise several interesting questions for further

research. First, the subjects in our study were least likely to choose the high-likelihood/

low-magnitude venture (the one corresponding to Type Yellow in the typology), although

they perceived the high-likelihood/high-magnitude venture (the one corresponding to Type

Green) as the most risky. Why? While we collected no verbal protocols or other process

measures that could answer this question, it appears that entrepreneurs may require a

large reward for assuming a greater chance for below target returns.

Second, the typology in Table 6 also raises questions about the life cycle of new

venture opportunities, questions that go beyond the start-up scenarios we examined here.

Do most early-stage opportunities begin in the upper left-hand cell, then move to the

right or downward? In later stages, do they move to the lower right-hand cell? In other

words, what happens to the nature and level of risk as time passes? Does it continually

decrease, or does it decrease early on and rise again as a competitor or substitute

threatens the innovation? Further, what is the interplay between risk’s elements over

time? Changing our focus from ventures to markets raises similar questions. What sorts

of risk do pioneers and later entrants face as markets evolve? Are those who create new

markets faced with risks like those that characterize Type Yellow or Green opportunities

in our typology? What sorts of risks do fast followers or later entrants face in terms of

risk’s elements, and how do such risks influence their market entry decisions?
Table 6

A risk/reward typology of new venture opportunities

Magnitude of Likelihood of loss or gain

loss or gain High Low

High Type Green: big boats with

fairly uncertain outcomes

Type Purple: big boats with

quite certain outcomes

Low Type Yellow: small boats with

fairly uncertain outcomes

Type White: small boats with

quite certain outcomes
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Our typology also raises a question about the role that the attainment of technology or

market milestones plays in transforming a new venture opportunity from one type into

another. Which kinds of milestones tend to move an opportunity in which direction? The

typology may lead to new thinking about how new ventures and new markets develop

over their life cycles, and how entrepreneurs can more effectively manage the associated

risks. All these questions call for further study in this emerging research arena.

Future research is also needed to examine a number of other questions not addressed by

our study. For example, what contextual factors, other than sources of funds and the

suitability of their skills, influence the new venture choices of entrepreneurs? Factors such

as the entrepreneur’s degree of equity ownership or operational control or other incentives, to

mention just a few, might be expected to influence such decisions. Baird and Thomas (1985)

offer a list of such potential factors whose influences might fruitfully be investigated.

Additionally, do risky strategic decisions—such as those involving entry into new

markets or the development of new products—differ for managers in large, established

firms compared to entrepreneurs who lead new, smaller firms? For example, contrast our

finding for H1 that entrepreneurs are more likely to take more risk when using other

people’s money with Shapira’s (1995) interviews of managers who shun risky oppor-

tunities with highly variable outcomes. It seems unlikely that Shapira’s managers would

ever choose to be pioneering risk takers, even though the funds they would risk are

typically not their own. This contrast implies possibly significant differences in the

decisions of managers and entrepreneurs about when and how to enter new markets, as

well as differences in the motives that underlie these decisions. An emerging literature on

the effects of order of entry on long-term market success suggests that leaders of firms

having strong brand names or distribution channels and firms that are good imitators can

afford to be less concerned with missing the boat (Golder and Tellis, 1993; Szymanski et

al., 1995; Green et al., 1995; Robinson et al., 1992). This stream of research suggests

that the possession of significant market- or firm-based skills and capabilities can

mitigate the need to assume the higher levels of risk often associated with a pioneering

market entry strategy. Contrasts between the findings of this firm-level research and our

individual-level study merit future empirical examination.

In conclusion, by integrating both entrepreneurial (Dickson and Giglierano, 1986) and

managerial perspectives of risk (March and Shapira, 1987), our study revealed new insights

into entrepreneurial risk and its behavioral consequences. By considering the source of a new

venture’s funds (Thaler and Johnson, 1990) we identified a condition under which entrepre-

neurs are more likely to take greater risks. And, by examining the effects of their risk-based

traits and cognitions (Lopes, 1987; Sitkin and Pablo, 1992) we found additional explanations

for why entrepreneurs make the decisions they do. These decisions include those about the

size of the metaphorical boats that individual entrepreneurs wish to pilot and the choices they

make that may, if things do not go well, result in sinking or missing the boat. In so doing, we

have shown that a marriage of theories from behavioral decision research with those

concerning entrepreneurial risk can provide a theoretical and methodological foundation

for addressing important new venture decision-making issues, the understanding of which is

crucial to a more complete understanding of entrepreneurial behavior.
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Appendix A. New venture choice measure
Venture Green Venture White

There is a 30% chance of being under t

arget by $25 million, a 40% chance of

meeting target ROI and a 30% chance

of going over target by $25 million.

Graphically the distribution appears as:

There is a 10% chance of being under

target by $5 million, an 80% chance of

meeting target ROI and a 10% chance

of going over target by $5 million.

Graphically the distribution appears as:

Venture Purple Venture Yellow

There is a 10% chance of being under

target by $25 million, an 80% chance of

meeting target ROI and a 10% chance

of going over target by $25 million.

Graphically the distribution appears as:

There is a 30% chance of being under

target by $5 million, a 40% chance of

meeting target ROI and a 30% chance

of going over target by $5 million.

Graphically the distribution appears as:
From Forlani and Mullins (2000).
Appendix B. Scale of perceived new venture risk

For each scale below, kindly circle the number which you feel best assesses the amount of

RISK associated with this venture:
HIGH 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 LOW

MINIMAL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 EXTREME

NOT RISKY 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 VERY RISKY
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Appendix C. Risk propensity scale

The following questions will help us better understand your personal feelings about risk.

Please answer the following 5 items by circling the alternative (‘‘a’’ or ‘‘b’’) you would feel

most comfortable with.
1 a) an 80% chance of winning $400, or

b) receiving $320 for sure

2 a) receiving $300 for sure, or

b) a 20% chance of winning $1,500

3 a) a 90% chance of winning $200, or

b) receiving $180 for sure

4 a) receiving $160 for sure, or

b) a 10% chance of winning $1600

5 a) a 50% chance of winning $500, or

b) receiving $250 for sure
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